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Section A - Reading 

      

I. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:                     (1×5=5) 

One rainy night, there was a lot of thunder. Amelia got scared of the loud noise. She woke up 

and went to her window to see outside. She saw a white light appear from the clouds and touch 

the earth. She was very surprised to see this. She ran to her parent’s room. 

She asked her father, “What is that daddy?” He said, “That’s called lightning Amelia. And 

thunder is the sound caused by lightning.” Amelia heard every word her father spoke. She also 

asked, “Why does lightning come before thunder?” He answered, “Because light travels faster 

than sound.” Amelia listened carefully. 

She felt that she had learnt something new. She was no longer scared, and quickly went to 

sleep. Next day at school, she had a new story to tell to her friends. When she was narrating last 

night’s discovery to her school friends, they listened as carefully as she had the night before. 

They were as amazed as her. 

Answer the following questions: 

1. What did Amelia see outside the window? 

2. Why does lightning come before thunder? 

3. What did Amelia feel after listening to her father? 

a. there was nothing new. 

b. she had learnt something new. 

c. it was boring to know about it. 

d. no one knows about it. 

4. Amelia’s friends were as __________________ as her. (complete the sentence) 

a. scared                              c. delighted 

b. puzzled                            d. amazed  

   5. Find the antonym of the words from the passage: 

a. disappear - __________________ 

b. slowly - _______________ 
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Section B – Writing and Grammar 

II. Look at the pictures carefully and write a story in about 40-50 words using the words                                                                                                                                                    

    given in the help box:                                                                                                   (2×1=2)                     

                      
 

  
 

III. Complete the following sentences with a suitable Question Tag:                        (½ ×4=2) 

1. They lived in San Francisco, ___________________? 

2. You don’t like spicy food, __________________? 

3. It’s three o’clock, __________________? 

4. I’m not the person with tickets, ________________? 

IV. Fill in the blanks with Simple Past Tense of the verbs in the bracket:      (½ ×4=2) 

1. The Wright brothers (fly) ______________ the first airplane in 1903. 

2. Thomas (help) __________________ me with my homework. 

3. They (go) ______________ to Italy on their last summer holiday. 

4. Susan (like) _____________ skating when she was young. 

V. Choose the negative character trait from the following:                                         (1×1=1)            

a. hard- working             b. curious             c. quarrelsome            d. helpful 

join     noodles    lunch       slippery      embarrassed      fell down      grateful       help 

 

 



 

Section C – Literature 

VI. Read the given extract and answer the questions that follow:                               (1×3=3) 

     Most people have to hurry, 

     They do not stop to see, 

     I'm glad that God made Grandpa 

    Unrushed and young like me! 

 

1. Why can’t others see the things that the grandpa and the grandchild see? 

 

2. Pick a synonym for the word ‘unrushed’? 

    a. speedy               b. calm                c. impatient                 d. hurried 

 

3. Pick rhyming words from the above stanza. 

    a. time- mine               b. do – dew                  c. see- me           d. hurry- funny 

 

VII. Answer the following question in about 20-25 words:                                          (2×1=2) 

 

1. How did Kalam’s interest in engines and inventions begin?  

 

VIII. Answer the following question in about 10-15 words:                                         (1×1=1) 

1. What are the three things the child and his grandfather see?  

 

IX. This question contains an Assertion followed by Reason. Read the options carefully     

       and tick the correct one.                                                                                            (1×1=1) 

        

   Assertion (A): Young Kalam had to wait at the railway station. 

   Reason (R): To collect newspaper bundles from the platform. 

 

    a) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A). 

    b) Both (A) and (R) are true. (R) is the correct explanation of (A). 

    c) (A) is true but (R) is false. (R) is not the correct explanation of (A). 

    d) (A) is false but (R) is true. (R) is not the correct explanation of (A). 

 

X. Write the meaning and frame a sentence with the word: 

      faith- _____________________________________________                                   (1×1=1) 
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Section A - Reading 

      

I. Read the passage given below and answer the questions that follow:                     (1×5=5) 

One rainy night, there was a lot of thunder. Amelia got scared of the loud noise. She woke up 

and went to her window to see outside. She saw a white light appear from the clouds and touch 

the earth. She was very surprised to see this. She ran to her parent’s room. 

She asked her father, “What is that daddy?” He said, “That’s called lightning Amelia. And 

thunder is the sound caused by lightning.” Amelia heard every word her father spoke. She also 

asked, “Why does lightning come before thunder?” He answered, “Because light travels faster 

than sound.” Amelia listened carefully. 

She felt that she had learnt something new. She was no longer scared, and quickly went to 

sleep. Next day at school, she had a new story to tell to her friends. When she was narrating last 

night’s discovery to her school friends, they listened as carefully as she had the night before. 

They were as amazed as her. 

Answer the following questions: 

1. Amelia’s friends were as __________________ as her. (complete the sentence) 

a. scared                              c. delighted 

b. puzzled                            d. amazed  

2. What did Amelia feel after listening to her father? 

a. there was nothing new. 

b. she had learnt something new. 

c. it was boring to know about it. 

d. no one knows about it. 

3. Find the antonym of the words from the passage: 

a. disappear - __________________ 

b. slowly - _______________ 

4. Why does lightning come before thunder? 

5. What did Amelia see outside the window? 
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Section B – Writing and Grammar 

II. Look at the pictures carefully and write a story in about 40-50 words using the words                                                                                                                                                    

    given in the help box:                                                                                                   (2×1=2)                     

                      
 

  
 

III. Complete the following sentences with a suitable Question Tag:                        (½ ×4=2) 

1. They already started their class, ___________________? 

2. We don’t watch much TV, __________________? 

3. He is from Canada, __________________? 

4. You can’t cook well, ________________? 

IV. Fill in the blanks with Simple Past Tense of the verbs in the bracket:      (½ ×4=2) 

1. The shops (close) ______________ at nine o’clock in the evening. 

2. Sam (hurt) __________________ his leg during the basketball match. 

3. My neighbour (buy) _____________ a new car last week. 

4. My family and I (see) ______________ a comedy movie last night. 

V. Choose the negative character trait from the following:                                         (1×1=1)                                

a. hard- working             b. curious             c. quarrelsome            d. helpful 

join     noodles    lunch       slippery      embarrassed      fell down      grateful       help 

 

 



 

Section C – Literature 

VI. Read the given extract and answer the questions that follow:                               (1×3=3) 

     Most people have to hurry, 

     They do not stop to see, 

     I'm glad that God made Grandpa 

    Unrushed and young like me! 

 

1. Why can’t others see the things that the grandpa and the grandchild see? 
 

2. Pick a synonym for the word ‘unrushed’? 

    a. speedy               b. calm                c. impatient                 d. hurried 

 

3. Pick rhyming words from the above stanza. 

    a. time- mine               b. do – dew                  c. see- me           d. hurry- funny 

 

VII. Answer the following question in about 20-25 words:                                          (2×1=2) 

 

1. How did Kalam’s interest in engines and inventions begin?  

 

VIII. Answer the following question in about 10-15 words:                                         (1×1=1) 

1. What are the three things the child and his grandfather see?   

 

IX. This question contains an Assertion followed by Reason. Read the options carefully     

       and tick the correct one.                                                                                          (1×1=1) 

             

   Assertion (A): Young Kalam had to wait at the railway station. 

   Reason (R): To collect newspaper bundles from the platform. 

 

    a) Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A). 

    b) Both (A) and (R) are true. (R) is the correct explanation of (A). 

    c) (A) is true but (R) is false. (R) is not the correct explanation of (A). 

    d) (A) is false but (R) is true. (R) is not the correct explanation of (A). 

 

X. Write the meaning and frame a sentence with the word:                                      (1×1=1) 

      commodities- _________________________________________               
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